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Challenge N: Creating the 
Background 
With the sound in place, this game is actually starting to feel like a real game. Yet, 
the game needs to have a little depth. Not gameplay depth, but visual depth. 

In this challenge, you will create some depth by building an alien backdrop behind 
your breakout game. 

Getting Started 
Open the starter challenge project. If you’ve been following this series from the 
beginning, open your last saved project.  

Note: Unity will open to empty scene. Find the scene that you saved, or if you 
are using the Starter Project, open Main.scene.   

Your challenge is to create a landscape behind your breakout frame and once you 
have it in place, then you also must light it up. Make sure to use the rotating color 
script to accentuate weirdness of it.  

Uber Haxx0r Challenge 
This game is probably starting to feel a little slow. Give this game a little pulse by 
increasing the velocity of the ball everytime that it strikes a brick. Don’t forget to 
cap the velocity, otherwise, the ball will move faster than the physics engine, and 
fly out of the scene. 

 


